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Abstract 
Senes compensation of long transmssion l~nes is an economlc solution to the problem 01 en- 
hancing power transfer and improving system stability However series compensated trans- 
mssion llnes connected to the turbo generator can result in Sub Synchronous Resonance 
(SSR) leadmg to undamped SubSynchronous Oscillations (SSO) 
The advent of FACTS Controllers using lugh power sermconductors has made it possible 
to apply these controllers in conjunction wlth fixed senes compensation, not only to improve 
system performance, but also to overcome the problem of SSR A notable example is e 
application of TCSC 
- FACTS controllers based on Voltage Sourcl ,onverter (VSC) are emerging controllers 
that have several advantages over the conventional ones uslng thyristors The STATCOM is 
a shunt FACTS controller suitable for voltage regulation and damping of oscillations SSSC 
1s a s ene  controller that can replace TCSC for power flow control UPFC is a combined 
(series and shunt) controller that 1s most versatile and can be used for controlhng actlvc 
and reactive power m a hne along w t h  voltage regulation IPFC consists of multlple SSSC, 
wh~ch are mterhnked to provlde a hgh  degree of control flexlbil~ty 
It is well known that, the HVDC converter controls can also cause adverse torsional in- 
teractions VSC can also be applied for HVDC power transmission and enables simultaneous 
control of active and reactive power at a converter without any problems of commutation 
failure 
There is hardly any work reported on SSR characteristics of VSC based FACTS and 
HVDC controllers This thesis reports the work on modehg, analysis and s~mulation of 
VSC based controllers The analysis of SSR is canled out by dampmg torque method, elgen- 
d u e  analys~s and transient simulat~on with hfferent FACTS controllers namely, STATCOM, 
SSSC, UPFC and IPFC Tlvs them presents the analysis and simulation of SSR on a rep- 
resentative VSC based HVDC system The detaded investigat~on of SSR characteristics of 
UPFC, IPFC and VSC based HVDC links is reported for the first time 
The models of converters are denved from first pnnclples uslng smtchng functions Ne- 
glect~ng hmomcs  in the smtching funct~ons, models are denved based on D-Q variables 
These models can be mterfaced mth models of other system components including generator 
and trmsrmssion network The converter controls are also modelled in deta~l The hnearized 
models are uthzed for damplng torque analysis for the fast assessment of tors~onal inter- 
actions Here the generator 1s represented by the class~cal model whereas, it is represented 
by the detaled (2 2) model for the elgenvalue analysls The transient amulation is based 
on nodnear 3-phase model of the system inclu&ng switching action in the converters The 
analysis of SSR has been illustrated usmg the case studies based on IEEE FBM and IEEE 
SBM 
The thesis also presents an effective, yet simple method for the design of SubSynchronous 
Darnplng Controller (SSDC) on STATCOM and SSSC using control signal based on local 
measurements The objective is to provide adequate damping torque in a range of cnt~cal 
torsional kequenues The performance of SSDC is evaluated using transient simulation 
